Abstract. An effective approach to the solution of a large class of mixed boundary value problems (those reducible to an n-series problem) is developed. The method is based on the deduction of the equivalent Riemann-Hilbert problem and its solution. This generalized n-series approach leads to analytical descriptions of the coupling of electromagnetic waves through apertures in canonical structures into open or enclosed regions. In particular, it is applied to the canonical problem of plane wave coupling to an infinite circular cylinder with multiple infinite axial slots. Numerical results for currents induced by an H-polarized plane wave on a circular cylinder with a single slit are given.
1. Introduction. Mixed boundary value problems occur in many areas of physics and engineering. A particular class, the electromagnetic and acoustic coupling problems as they apply to an enclosed region, an external source and a coupling aperture, are of major importance, both theoretically and from a practical point of view. Nonetheless, the separable geometries in which one might expect to obtain an analytic solution have not been amenable to treatment until recently, and purely numerical techniques present difficulties largely due to the edge at the rim. Moreover, approximate solutions, such as the one developed by Bethe [1] , are limited in their range of applicability.
Techniques borrowed from the analysis of the Riemann-Hilbert problem of complex variable theory and recent developments [2] [3] [4] [5] in the theory and applications of dual series equations have made it possible to obtain analytical solutions to families of canonical problems descriptive of electromagnetic and acoustic coupling via apertures into enclosed and open regions. Examples of the canonical problems amenable to solution by these techniques include a plane wave incident (with an arbitrary angle of incidence) on a perfectly conducting diffraction grating, on a perfectly conducting circular cylinder with an infinite axial slot, and on a perfectly conducting spherical shell with a circular aperture. They all involve a scattering body with a single aperture (the unit cell of the grating corresponds to the slitted cylinder). Canonical problems involving structures with (n-1)-apertures (n>__2) require the solution of n-series problems. For instance, the coupling to a cylinder with two axial slots is described by a triple series equations problem. These coupling problems constitute only a small subset of a large class of mixed boundary value problems that can be reduced to equivalent n-series problems. Standard techniques available from potential theory, such as the ones described in connection with the dual and triple series equations in [6] , are cumbersome and are tailored to specific problems. On the other hand, the Riemann-Hilbert problem techniques provide a unified, systematic approach to these equations. The resultant general n-series approach is applicable to all separable geometries. Therefore, it represents a generalization of the Wiener-Hopf method.
It has been brought to the author's attention recently that the Riemann-Hilbert problem techniques have actually been applied in this manner to the dual series equations problems of the diffraction grating [7] and the slitted cylinder [8] . Nonetheless, the parallel approach to the general classes of n-series problems that will be discussed in this paper does not appear to have been reported. Several of the notations in this paper were chosen to resemble those employed in [7] for convenient reference.
The connections between the Riemann-Hilbert problem, n-series problems and the electromagnetic coupling through an aperture will be made in this paper. In particular, in 2 the solution of a general class of n-series problems is developed with Riemann-Hilbert problem techniques. A brief review of the Riemann-Hilbert problem itself is included in the appendix for completeness. The application of the resultant generalized n-series approach to the electromagnetic aperture coupling problem is discussed in 3. Analytic solutions for the coupling of E-polarized and H-polarized plane waves to a perfectly conducting infinite circular cylinder with multiple infinite axial slots are derived. Typical numerical results for the currents induced by an H-polarized plane wave on a circular cylinder with a single axial slit are described. Various comments concerning the main aspects, of the generalized n-series approach are given in 4.
2. The Riemann-Hilbert approach to n-series problems. As shown in [6] , there are many generic problems of the dual and triple series equations type. Only the n-series canonical problems encompassing those related to the slitted cylinder examples to be discussed below will be considered. They are sufficient to illustrate the proposed Riemann-Hilbert approach. The solutions to other genetic classes of problems can be inferred from these results.
The Riemann-Hilbert problem, as described in the appendix, is concerned with finding the analytic function that satisfies a prescribed transition condition across an open or a closed curve. Let the unit circle S be divided into two sets, F and L, the closure of I" being the complement of L in S1, and let each of these sets consist of (n-l), n>__2, open nonintersecting segments: F={F,...,Fn_} and L= { Lx,-..,Ln_}. Also let I(I')= { I(F1),-.-,I(F_x)} and I(L)= { I(L),...,I(Ln_x)} be the angular decomposition of the interval [0,2r] corresponding to those sets. In particular, set (2.1a) Fy= {ei'lckI(F)=(O2y_2,O2y_) } (j= 1,...,n-1), (2.1b) Lj=(ei*lI(Lj)=(O2j_x,Og_j)} (j= 1,...,n-l).
Consider first the basic n-series problem (n >_ 2): (2.26) x+ (7)+r (7)x_ (7) On the other hand, for the case in which era= + 1 the combination of (2.5), (2.6a) and (2.26) yields for all ' e i* S 1" (2.30)
Defining the terms The angular extent of the metallic portions of the cylinder coincides with the interval I(F), the apertures with I(L). This geometry is illustrated in Fig. 1 for a cylinder with a single axial slot (n=2). The currents induced by the plane wave on the metallic portions of the cylinder are desired. This problem is reduced to an n-series problem as follows.
For the given polarization Maxwell's equations decouple and only the E, E and H components of the field are excited. The components of the field tangential to the surface of the aperture and the cylinder are of particular importance. They are related by (3.1) where, as throughout this paper, a e J't time dependence is assumed.
The incident magnetic field has the Fourier mode expansion:
HinC=AoeJk'es('t'-'t'")=A o . , [ JZo E a,Jl'nl(ka)Hl',l(ka)eJ'e=-(q), q,I(F).
The dc components of the fields can be extracted from this relation by introducing the functions K,(x) so that (3.7a) -jrJs(x)Hs(x)= 1 + Ko(x ) (n 0),
where K,(0)=-0. As defined, the K,(x)--O(n -2) as n---, oo for any fixed x, and therefore, satisfy (2.54). Equation (3.6) thus becomes Xm=Klml(ka), (3.1lb) = (ka)2[1 + x0(ka)], (3.11c) f(q) (ka)2vr Zo (3.8) and (3.10) constitute the n-series problem:
ameJm*= o, dp I( L )
alm IZm eJ" a0 +f(),
It is clearly seen that (3.12) coincides with the em= + 1 case of (2.51). Consequently, the unknown amplitudes am(m=0, + 1,-.. ) are obtained from the solution system (2.62).
The currents induced on the cylinder then follow immediately from (3.4a), (3.4b) and (3.9) as (q)= E ,(q') ej''t'= E -jl"lJl,,I ( ka) e -J'q;" However, in contrast to the H-polarized case, the dc components of the field are properly extracted by introducing the functions ,,(x) so that Currents generated with this dual series scheme (solid lines) and with a two-dimensional method of moments code (dotted lines) are shown in Figs. 2 and 3 . In Fig. 2 , the angle of incidence qb inc= 180; in Fig. 3 , t inc= 135. The radius of the cylinder in terms of wave length (a/h)= 1.0 and the aperture angle O,u,=,r-0=45 in both cases.
Moreover, the truncation numbers were chosen to be large: N= 25 and M= 190, to guarantee the accuracy of the dual series results. Note that both figures demonstrate that the dual series solution readily models the singular behavior of the fields near the edges of the aperture. Furthermore, as discussed in [5] , the dual series solution has revealed that the moment method solution will properly describe the current (especially in the shadow region) only if a nonuniform gridding that is finer near aperture edges is employed. The slight inaccuracy of the moment method solution present in both figures disappears when finer gridding is utilized. 4 . Comments. The description of coupling to more complex structures such as slitted parabolic or elliptic cylinders leads to the more general n-series problem (2.65). As noted in 3, the structure is assumed to lie on a constant coordinate surface, and the incident and the interior and exterior scattered fields are expanded in the eigenmodes corresponding to that geometry. For instance, for a two-dimensional elliptic cylinder the fields would be expanded in terms of modified and periodic Mathieu functions. The n-series problem follows from enforcing the electromagnetic boundary conditions over the aperture and the metal.
The terminology "n-series problem" needs to be clarified since it is confusing to discover that in general one has a system of 2(n-1) equations for an n-series problem. For a single slit n 2 and a dual series equation system is obtained which agrees with the notation. On the other hand, for two slits n 3 and a system of four equations is obtained in general. However, assuming that the metal-aperture configuration is symmetric about the r--0 axis, only a triple series equation system need be treated. These symmetric problems are the only ones that have been treated in the past, for example, in [6] . The present approach is not restricted to problems of this type. Nonetheless, the terminology and the subsequent inconvenient notations were chosen so that they reduced to the standard ones encountered in dual and triple series problems.
Note that the Riemann-Hilbert results also explicitly contain, in addition to the correct edge behavior, the multipole behavior of the static solution of infinity. For instance, for a single slit case the dual series system leads to a solution (2.20) 
